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Abstract
We modify the de/nition of the models for rewrite theories by replacing the equality of
functors, de/ned by E-equal terms, with the equality via a natural isomorphism, called natural
symmetry. The relaxation process can be adapted by relaxing all or only a part of the equa-
tions, and by relaxing the state structure (and implicitly the computation structure) or just the
computation structure. We also consider the subclasses of C-coherent models, where C is a set
of equations specifying a collection of commutative symmetry diagrams. The result is a wide
palette of model classes which o4ers more 5exibility in modeling concurrent systems. c© 2002
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Rewriting logic; Relaxed models; Categories with algebraic structure
1. Introduction
Conditional rewriting logic was introduced in [5] as a general framework for unifying
the wide variety of concurrency models. A rewrite speci/cation consists of:
• an equational speci/cation (; E) which describes the state structure of the system,
and
• a set R of (un)conditional rewriting rules which describes the computation structure
of the system.
The models for such a speci/cation R are concurrent systems formalized as R-systems.
An R-system is a category where the objects are interpreted as states and the arrows as
transitions. In the de/nition given in [5], such a category has a strict (; E)-structure
in the sense that two E-equal terms are interpreted by equal functors. A well known
example is o4ered by Petri net theory. A system de/ned by a Petri net speci/cation is
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a strictly symmetric strict monoidal category [7, 5]. Unfortunately, the classical seman-
tics of Petri nets fails to provide models for the rewrite theories associated with them.
In particular, the categories of strongly concatenable processes Q[N ] and of concaten-
able processes P[N ] of a Petri net N [11, 12] do not have an ACI-structure because
the commutativity is satis/ed via a natural symmetry, i.e., they are symmetric strict
monoidal categories instead of strictly symmetric strict monoidal category. Hence the
two categories are not models for the rewrite theory associated with N . So we have to
consider a larger class of models for rewrite speci/cations for which the equations are
interpreted by natural isomorphisms. The relaxed models we introduce in this paper
grasp just this idea. As Meseguer noticed in his original paper [5], the most relevant
concept for these models is that of “coherence for a certain structure on a category”. A
coherence result asserts that every diagram of a certain class commutes. We recognize
furthermore two sorts of diagrams in a relaxed model: diagrams involving only natural
isomorphisms corresponding to equations and diagrams involving both natural isomor-
phisms and transitions speci/ed by rewrite rules. The commutativity of the diagrams
of the latter type is given by an additional axiom which we call “coherence axiom”.
Relatively to the diagrams of the former type, we de/ne C-coherent relaxed systems,
where C is a set of equations specifying the commutativity of such diagrams.
A model of a rewrite theory consists of two components: the state structure, given
by objects, and the computation structure, given by arrows. Therefore, we can relax
either the state structure or the computation structure. If the state structure is relaxed
then we obtain very concrete models which make distinction between equivalent states
and equivalent computations. If only the computation structure is relaxed then we
obtain models where the equivalent states are identi/ed, while the computations can
be di4erent. These models seem to be the most suitable for studying the properties of
concurrent systems because they are abstract enough to handle them and at the same
time we do not loose any information about the causal dependencies. Note that in the
case of strict systems, the information about the causal dependencies is lost.
A relaxation can be partial if several equations E′⊆E are always strictly interpreted,
i.e., the equations E′ are interpreted by identities. In this way, we obtain di4erent
levels of relaxation where each such level is de/ned by the set E′. Consequently, we
obtain a complete lattice of relaxation levels where the least element corresponds to
E′=E and the greatest one to the set E′= ∅. A piece of this lattice is represented in
Fig. 1.
The natural isomorphisms which interpret equations are called natural symmetries.
The isomorphisms de/ned by natural symmetries are called simply symmetries and
form a category which can be studied separately. A model where the equations E are
intepreted by natural symmetries is called relaxed (; E)-system and the class of all
(; E)-systems can be itself organized as a category. Initial and free relaxed (; E)-
systems play a crucial role in the construction of initial and free, respectively, rewrite
models. We show that the elegant construction proposed in [5] for the strict free models
can be easily adapted for the relaxed cases. The main result of the paper consists in the
construction of the initial and free systems for the entire class of relaxed models. The
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Fig. 1. A fragment from the lattice of the relaxed models.
constructions of the corresponding systems for the particular classes of relaxed systems
are obtained by re5ection. For the main subclasses, we also sketch direct constructions.
We show that the category Q[N ] is initial in the class of relaxed models where E′
includes the associativity and the unit axioms, and the symmetries are C-coherent for a
given set C. Similarly, the category P[N ] is initial in the class of models where only
the computational structure is relaxed, E′ is the same as for Q[N ], and the symmetries
are C′-coherent for a given set C′.
The idea of having models where equations are interpreted only up to some (canon-
ical) isomorphism is not new in semantics. For instance, it is at the basis of the
classical work on functorial semantics. See, for example, [9] for a list of representative
examples and pointers to main bibliographical references. New in this paper is the
implementation of this method in the framework o4ered by rewriting logic and the
axiomatic construction for the free models. In the presence of the coherence property,
this requires the axiomatization of the symmetries. This can be achieved by turning
the equations E into rewrite rules and then using the tools o4ered by rewriting logic.
The axiomatization of symmetries is discussed in detail in [3].
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 records the necessary de/nitions and
establishes the notations used in the paper. Section 3 gives the de/nitions for (; E)-
systems and relaxed models, gives the constructions for initial and free systems, and
discusses two particular cases: when only the computation structure is relaxed and when
the subsystem of symmetries is coherent. This section ends with a discussion about
the computational aspects of relaxed systems. Section 4 shows that the categories of
strongly concatenable processes Q[N ] and of concatenable processes P[N ], for a Petri
net N , are relaxed models. The last section includes conclusions and pointers to further
work. Note that only the unconditional and unsorted case is considered.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notations
In this subsection, we present the notations from universal algebra used in the paper.
 denotes a signature, i.e., a ranked alphabet = {n | n∈!}.
T denotes the -algebra of the ground -terms.
T(X ) denotes the -algebra of the -terms with variables in the set X .
A |= (∀X )t= t′ says that the -algebra A satis/es the -equation (∀X )t= t′, i.e.,
#∗(t)=#∗(t′) for any variable assignment # :X →A. We shall omit the subscript
 whenever it is understood from the context.
E |= (∀X )t= t′ says that the -equation (∀X )t= t′ is a semantic consequence of E,
i.e. (∀X )t= t′ is satis/ed by all (; E)-algebras. As mentioned above, we shall
omit the subscript  whenever it is understood from the context.
t(x1; : : : ; xn) means that the term t belongs to T({x1; : : : ; xn}).
t( Lx) is a short notation for t(x1; : : : ; xn).
t(u1=x1; : : : ; un=xn) denotes the term obtained from t by simultaneously substituting ui
for xi, i=1; : : : ; n.
t( Lu= Lx) is a short notation for t(u1=x1; : : : ; un=xn).
tA(a1; : : : ; an) denotes the element #∗(t), where t= t(x1; : : : ; xn), A is a -algebra,
ai ∈A for i=1; : : : ; n, and # is the variable assignment # :X →A given by #(xi)=
ai for i=1; : : : ; n.
=E denotes the congruence generated over the algebra of terms by the equations E.
=A;E denotes the congruence generated over the algebra A by the equations E.
[t]E denotes the E-equivalence class of the term t. We shall omit the subscript E
whenever it is understood from the context.
2.2. Rewriting logic
This subsection includes a brief review of nonconditional rewriting logic. The reader
is invited to consult the original paper [5] for a complete and detailed presentation.
A rewrite speci7cation R is a 4-tuple R=(; E; L; R) where  is a signature, E
is a set of -equations, L is a set of labels, and R is a set of labeled rewrite rules
written as r : [t( Lx)]E → [t′( Lx)]E . When the set L of labels is clear from the context
we shall omit it. The models for rewrite signatures are (small) categories where both
classes of objects and arrows have an algebraic structure over the rewrite signature.
We can de/ne these categories in a general framework. Let E be a set of -equations.
A (strict) (; E)-system is a category S together with a functor fS :Sn→S, for
each f∈Sn, n ∈ !, such that the induced functors tS and t′S are equal, for any
terms t( Lx) and t′( Lx) with E |= t( Lx)= t′( Lx). A (; E)-homomorphism F :S→S′ be-
tween two (; E)-systems S and S′ is a functor F =(FO; FA) such that FO and FA are
-homomorphisms over objects and arrows, respectively. We denote by (; E)-Sys the
category of (; E)-systems.
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Given a rewrite speci/cation R= 〈; E; L; R〉, a (strict) R-system (R-model) S is a
(; E)-system S together with a natural transformation rS : tS ⇒ t′S for each rewrite
rule r : [t( Lx)]E → [t′( Lx)]E in R. We say that an R-system S satis7es a sequent
[t( Lx)]E → [t′( Lx)]E i4 there exists a natural transformation  : tS ⇒ t′S . A sequent [t( Lx)]E→
[t′( Lx)]E is a semantic consequence of the rewrite speci/cation R, written R |= [t( Lx)]E
→ [t′( Lx)]E , i4 it is satis/ed by all R-systems. An R-homomorphism F :S→S′ be-
tween two R-systems is a (; E)-homomorphism F :S→S′ which preserves the nat-
ural transformations corresponding to the rules in R, i.e., rS; F =F ; rS′ where “;”
denotes the horizontal composition of natural transformations. We denote by R-Sys
the category of (strict) R-systems.
The free system TR(X ) in R-Sys consists of the objects T;E(X ) and the arrows
generated by the following inference rules:
(I1) Identities: For each [t]∈T;E(X ),
id[t] : [t]→ [t] :
(I2) -structure: For each f∈n; n∈!,
1 : [t1]→ [t′1]; : : : ; n : [tn]→ [t′n]
f(1; : : : ; n) : [f(t1; : : : ; tn)]→ [f(t′1; : : : ; t′n)]
:
(I3) Replacement: For each rule r : [t( Lx)]→ [t′( Lx)] in R,
1 : [w1]→ [w′1]; : : : ; n : [wn]→ [w′n]
r( L) : [t( Lw= Lx)]→ [t′( Lw′= Lx)] :
(I4) Composition:
1 : [t1]→ [t2]; 2 : [t2]→ [t3]
1; 2 : [t1]→ [t3]
modulo the following axioms:
(A1) Category:
• Associativity. For all ; ; ,
(; );  = ; (; ):
• Identities. For each  : [t]→ [t′],
; id[t′] = ; id[t];  = :
(A2) Functoriality of the -algebraic structure:
(a) Preservation of composition. For each f∈n; n∈!, all 1; : : : ; n; 1; : : : ;
n,
f(1; 1; : : : ; n; n) = f(1; : : : ; n);f(1; : : : ; n):
(b) Preservation of identities. For each f∈n; n∈!, all t1; : : : ; tn in T;E(X ),
f(id[t1]; : : : ; id[tn]) = id[f(t1 ;:::;tn)]:
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(A3) Axioms in E: For all t( Lx)= Et′( Lx), L=(1 : [u1]→ [v1]; : : : ; n : [un]→ [vn])
t(1; : : : ; n) = t′(1; : : : ; n):
(A4) Decomposition: For each rule r : [t( Lx)]→ [t′( Lx)] in R,
1 : [w1]→ [w′1]; : : : ; n : [wn]→ [w′n]
r( L) = r([w]); t′( L)
:
(A5) Exchange: For each rule r : [t( Lx)]→ [t′( Lx)] in R,
1 : [w1]→ [w′1]; : : : ; n : [wn]→ [w′n]
r( L[w]); t′( L) = t( L); r( L[w′])
:
The R-system TR=TR(∅) is initial in R-Sys. A rewriting speci/cation R is sym-
metric (modulo E) i4 the “conservative condition”
R |= [t]→ [t′] i4 R |= [t′]→ [t]
is satis/ed. An R-model for a symmetric rewrite speci/cation R is an R-system whose
category structure is actually a groupoid and therefore it is called R-groupoid. We
denote by R-Grpd the full subcategory of R-groupoids. The free R-groupoid T↔
R
(X )
for a symmetric rewrite speci/cation R is obtained by the inference rules I1-4 plus the
rule
(I5) Inversion:
 : [t]→ [t′]
−1 : [t′]→ [t]
modulo the axioms A1–5 plus the axiom
(A6) Inverse: For any  : [t]→ [t′] in T↔
R
(X ),
; −1 = id[t]; −1;  = id[t′]:
3. Relaxed systems
Let R= 〈; E; L; R〉 be a rewrite speci/cation. The computational interpretation of
an R-model is that of a concurrent system where the objects represent states and the
arrows represent computations (transitions) of the system. The de/nition for R-models
is strict in the sense that the interpretation of an equation t= t′ is the (strict) equality
over both structures of states and of computations. There are cases when we want to
make a clear distinction between the states or the computations de/ned by t and t′ in
the sense that they are not identi/ed in the model, but are only isomorphic up-to some
coherent transformation. As Meseguer noticed in [5], this can be achieved by incorpo-
rating in the model “symmetries” that relax the strictness with which the equations E
are imposed. We can relax the state structure by de/ning symmetries between equiva-
lent states, or we can relax the computation structure by de/ning symmetries between
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Fig. 2. Three interpretations of the commutativity axiom.
computations, while the axioms of the equational presentation are still identities on
states. For example, we consider a binary operator + and two computations f : a→ b
and g : c→d. The three interpretations of the commutativity axiom x + y=y + x are
represented in Fig. 2. A relaxation can be total or partial, depending on the (sub)set
of equations interpreted relaxedly.
This section introduces relaxed (; E)-systems — which are categories enriched with
a relaxed (; E)-structure, relaxed R-systems — which are relaxed models of a given
rewrite theory R, presents the construction of the initial and free relaxed models,
discusses two particular classes of relaxed models, and ends with a few remarks on
the computational aspects of relaxed models.
3.1. Relaxed (; %)-systems
The most general case is when the equations E are partitioned in two subsets E′ and
E′′: E′ is the subset of the equations strictly interpreted, i.e., if t= t′ in E′ then the
functors tS and t′S are equal in all systems S, and E
′′ is the subset of the equations
interpreted relaxedly, i.e., if t= t′ in E′′ then there exists a natural symmetry (possibly
equality) tS∼= t′S in all systems S.
Denition 1. Let (; E) be an equational speci/cation and %=(E′; E′′) a partition of E.
(1) A relaxed (; %)-system is category S together with a functor fS :Sn→S,
for any n ∈ ! and f∈n, such that:
(i) for each pair t(Lx)=E t′(Lx) there exists a natural isomorphism (possibly equal-
ity) S : tS∼= t′S, called natural symmetry; and
(ii) if t(Lx)=E′ t′(Lx) then the natural symmetry between the functors tS and t′S is
equality.
A symmetry in S is a component of a natural symmetry.
(2) A relaxed (; %)-homomorphism F :S→S′ between two relaxed (; %)-systems
is an -homomorphism which preserves the symmetries, i.e., F ; S′ = S;F for all
natural symmetries .
We agree to write relaxed (; E)-system for a relaxed (; ∅; E)-system, and strict
(; E)-system for a relaxed (; E; ∅)-system. So, in a relaxed (; E)-system all equations
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are interpreted relaxedly while in a strict (; E)-system all equations are interpreted
strictly. The latter case is the one considered in Meseguer’s original paper [5].
An equivalent way to de/ne relaxed (; %)-systems is as follows. We associate with
(; %) the rewrite speci/cation
R(; %) = (; E′; {SYM[t]E′ ;[t′]E′ : [t]E′ → [t′]E′ | t = t′ in E′′}):
Note that, by the second theorem of isomorphism, there exists a congruence =E=E′
such that t=E t′ i4 [t]E′ =E=E′ [t′]E′ . In fact, because E=E′ ∪ E′′;=E=E′ coincides with
the congruence generated by E′′ over T;E′(X ). Consider an R(; %)-system S such
that the natural transformation tS⇒ t′S is an isomorphism, for each t= t′ in E′′. We
denote this natural isomorphism by SYM[t]E′ ; [t
′]E′
S or by SYM
[t]E′ ; [t
′]E′ if the system S
is understood from the context. It is easy to see that if t=E′ t′ then the functors tS and
t′S are equal and if [t]E′ =E=E′ [t
′]E′ then there exists a natural isomorphism tS∼= t′S.
Unfortunately, this isomorphism is not always unique. In that case SYM[t]; [t
′]
S will
denote an arbitrary natural isomorphism tS∼= t′S. In the next subsection, we present
a condition under which these natural isomorphisms are unique. A relaxed (; %)-
system is now an R(; %)-system S such that the natural transformations tS⇒ t′S are
isomorphisms, for all t= t′ in E′′, together with the choice of the natural isomorphisms
SYMs. Note that a relaxed (; %)-system S is not necessarily an R(; %)-groupoid
because only the symmetries are invertible in S.
We denote by (; %)-RSys the category of relaxed (; %)-systems. Since every strict
(; E)-system is also a relaxed one, where the symmetries are identities, we have the
full subcategory inclusion (; E)-Sys ,→ (; %)-RSys.
The natural symmetries preserve the natural transformations for E-equal terms:
Lemma 2. Consider a relaxed (; %)-system S; two terms t and t′; and a natural
transformation  : tS⇒ t′S. If u=E t; t′=E u′ then there exists a natural transforma-
tion  : uS⇒ u′S.
Proof. Let SYM : uS∼= tS and SYM′ : t′S∼= u′S be natural symmetries corresponding to
u=E t and t′=E u′, respectively. Then we de/ne =SYM; ; SYM′.
The next proposition provides a tool which will be used later to relate di4erent
classes of models.
Proposition 3. Let S be a relaxed (; %)-system. Suppose that there exist:
(i) a -congruence | ≡ |⊆=E; |S| on |S|; and
(ii) a family of binary relations {≡a; ba′ ; b′ ⊆HomS(a; b)×HomS(a′; b′) | a|≡|a′;
b|≡|b′; a; b; a′; b′ in |S|} such that ida≡a; ab; bidb for all a; b∈ |S| with a|≡|b.
Then there exists a relaxed (; %)-system S=≡ and a homomorphism of relaxed
(; %)-systems Q :S→S= ≡ such that:
1: Q(a)= [a]|≡|; for all a∈ |S|;
2: if h ≡a; ba′ ; b′ h′ then Q(h)=Q(h′); for all h; h′ in S;
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3: for any relaxed (; %)-system T and any homomorphism of relaxed (; %)-systems
F :S→T with the properties:
(a) a|≡|b implies F(a)=F(b); for all a; b∈ |S|;
(b) h ≡a; ba′ ; b′ h′ implies F(h)=F(h′); for all h; h′ in S;
there exists a unique functor of relaxed (; %)-systems G :S=≡→T such that
the following diagram commutes:
Proof. We /rst consider the re5exive graph S′ such that the set of nodes is |S′|= |S|=
|≡| and the set of arrows includes an arrow h : [a]→ [b] in S′ for each h : a→ b in S.
We then consider over the arrows in S′ the least congruence ≡ including {≡a; ba′ ; b′}.
The category S=≡ has |S′| as objects, ≡-equivalence classes [h] as arrows, [ida] as
identities, and the composition given by [h]; [h′] = [h; h′]. Notice that if a|≡|b then
ida≡ idb by hypothesis and hence the identities in S=≡ are well-de/ned. S=≡ is a
relaxed (; %)-system. Indeed, if f∈n then the functor fS′ is de/ned as follows:
• if [a1]; : : : ; [an]∈ |S′| then fS′([a1]; : : : ; [an])= [fS(a1; : : : ; an)],
• if [hi] : [ai]→ [bi] for i=1; : : : ; n then fS=≡([h1]; : : : ; [hn]) is the ≡-equivalence class
corresponding to fS(h1; : : : ; hn) : [fS(a1; : : : ; an)]→ [fS(b1; : : : ; bn)].
The symmetries in S=≡ are de/ned by SYM[t]E′ ; [t′]E′S=≡ ([ La])= [SYM[t]E′ ; [t
′]E′
S ( La)] (the
≡-equivalence class corresponding to SYM[t]E′ ; [t′]E′S ( La)).
The functor Q sends an object a to [a], and an arrow h to [h]. We consider now a
functor F :S→D as in the hypothesis. The mapping G :S=≡→T is given by
• G([a])=F(a), for all a in |S|, and
• G([h])=F(h), for all arrows h in S.
The mapping G is well de/ned; this results from the fact that |≡| is a congruence on
the objects in S and ≡ is a congruence on the arrows in S′, and from the hypothesis.
Moreover, G has the following properties:
• G(id[a]) =G([ida])=F(ida)= idF(a) = idG([a]),
• G([h]; [h′])=G([h; h′])=F(h; h′)=F(h);F(h′)=G([h]);G([h′]),
• G(fS=≡([a1]; : : : ; [an]))=G([fS(a1; : : : ; an)])=F(fS(a1; : : : ; an))
=fT(F(a1); : : : ; F(an))=fT(G([a1]); : : : ; G([an])), and
• G(fS=≡([h1]; : : : ; [hn]))=fT(G([h1]); : : : ; G([hn])).
Therefore, G is a functor of relaxed (; E)-systems that makes commutative the diagram
required by the conclusion. The uniqueness of G follows by construction.
An example of such a construction is the following one.
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Proposition 4. Let %1 = (E′1; E
′′
1 ) and %2 = (E
′
2; E
′′
2 ) be two partitions of the same set
of equations E. If S1 is a relaxed (; %1)-system and E′1 ⊆ E′2; then there exists a
congruence ≡ such that S1=≡ is a (; %2)-system.
Proof. We consider:
(i) |≡|==E′2=E′1 ; |S|, and
(ii) ≡a; ba′ ; b′ given by: h ≡a; ba′ ; b′ h′ i4 a= b; a′= b′; h= ida and h′= ida′
in Proposition 3.
Proposition 4 says in fact much more, namely the arrow S1→S1=≡ is universal
and hence the inclusion functor has a left adjoint. This is equivalent to say that
Corollary 5. The subcategory (; %2) -RSys is re<ective in (; %1)-RSys.
We are interested now in obtaining initial and free systems in (; %)-RSys. Consider
again the rewrite theory R(; %). Every R(; %)-system S can be transformed into
a relaxed (; %)-system Sr as follows. The de/nition of the groupoid T↔
R(; %)
(|S|)
makes sense even if R(; %) is not symmetric but it is not a free R(; %)-system.
We /rst de/ne the relation ≡ over the groupoid T↔
R(; %)
(|S|) as the least congruence
satisfying:
1. if [t( La)]∈T;E′(|S|) then id[t( La)] de/ned by I1 is ≡-congruent with idS : tS( La)→
tS( La);
2. if f∈n and i ≡ ′i such that ′i is an arrow in S for i=1; : : : ; n then f(1; : : : ; n)
de/ned by I2 is ≡-congruent with fS(′1; : : : ; ′n);
3. if r : t(Lx)→ t′(Lx) in R(; %) and S : tS⇒ t′S is the natural transformation corre-
sponding to r in S and i≡ ′i such that ′i is an arrow in S for i=1; : : : ; n then
r(1; : : : ; n) de/ned by I3 is ≡-congruent with S(′1; : : : ; ′n);
4. if 1≡ ′1; 2≡ ′2 and ′1; ′2 are arrows in S then 1; 2 de/ned by I4 is
≡-congruent with ′1; ′2;
5. if  : [t( La)]→ [t′( La)] and  ≡ ′ and ′ is a invertible arrow in S then −1 de/ned
by I5 is ≡-congruent with ′−1.
Sr is the quotient of T↔
R(; %)
(|S|) modulo the congruence ≡. It follows that the inclu-
sion (; %)-RSys ,→R(; %)-Sys is re5ective. The next result is a consequence of the
de/nition given above.
Lemma 6. The image by the re<ector functor of TR(;%)(X ) is isomorphic with the
groupoid T↔
R(; %)
(X ).
Since the re5ection preserves free objects, it follows that the R(; %)
-groupoid T↔
R(; %)
(X ) is freely generated by X in (; %)-RSys. Because all arrows
in T↔
R(; %)
(X ) are symmetries or identities, we call it the category of symmetries
(corresponding to (; %)) and denote it by the simpler notation Sym;%(X ).
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3.1.1. Coherent relaxed (; %)-systems
In this subsection we de/ne a very important subclass of relaxed (; %)-systems.
Denition 7. Let (; E) be an equational speci/cation and %=(E′; E′′) a partition of E.
1. A relaxed (; %)-system S is coherent i4 all diagrams involving symmetries or
identities only are commutative.
2. A coherent relaxed (; %)-homomorphism F :S→S′ between two coherent re-
laxed (; %)-systems is a homomorphism of (; %)-systems.
We denote by (; %)-CRSys the category of coherent relaxed (; %)-systems. The
commutativity of diagrams can be expressed by equations. This is illustrated by the
following example.
Example 8. Here we consider the case of monoidal categories. The signature  consists
of a constant 0 and the binary operator +, and E consists of the axioms:
(A(+)) x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z (t1 = t′1);
(L(+)) 0 + x = x (t2 = t′2);
(R(+)) x + 0 = x (t3 = t′3):
(1)
The rewrite theory R(; E) is
SYMt1 ;t
′
1 : x + (y + z)→ (x + y) + z;
SYMt2 ;t
′
2 : 0 + x → x;
SYMt3 ;t
′
3 : x + 0→ x: (2)
In order for a (; E)-system S to be a monoidal category, i.e., a coherent relaxed
(; E)-system, the diagrams of the following type:
x + (y + (z + u))
SYMt1 ;t
′
1 (x;y;z+u)−−−−−−−−→ (x + y) + (z + u)
idx+SYMt1 ;t
′
1 (y;z;u)





x + ((y + z) + u)
SYMt1 ;t
′
1 (x;y+z;u)





SYMt1 ;t
′
1 (x+y;z;u)











(x + (y + z)) + u
SYMt1 ;t
′
1 (x;y;z)+idu−−−−−−−−−→ ((x + y) + z) + u
are necessarily commutative [4]. The axiom corresponding to this diagram is
SYMt1 ;t
′
1 (x; y; z + u); SYMt1 ;t
′
1 (x + y; z; u)
= idx + SYMt1 ;t
′
1 (y; z; u); SYMt1 ;t
′
1 (x; y + z; u); SYMt1 ;t
′
1 (x; y; z) + idu:
The axiom given above must be understood as an axiom schema de/ning a set of
axioms obtained by replacing the variables x; y; z and u with di4erent instances.
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This example is completely studied in [3].
In what follows we express the commutativity property for diagrams by morphism
equations so that saying that a diagram commutes in a certain category is equivalent to
saying that the corresponding morphism equations are satis/ed by that category. If S is
a relaxed (; %)-system and A is the set of all equations expressing the commutativity
of symmetry diagrams in S, then S modulo the congruence generated by A is a
coherent system. This is equivalent to say that the inclusion (; %)-CRSys ,→ (; %)-
RSys is re5ective. Consequently, the free coherent relaxed (; %)-system on X , denoted
by CSym;%(X ), is the image by the re5ector functor of the category of symmetries
Sym;%(X ). More precisely, CSym;%(X ) is isomorphic with the quotient of the free
R(; %)-groupoid T↔
R(; %)
(X ) modulo the equations corresponding to the commutative
diagrams.
De/nition 7 is too restrictive. In practice, there are many situations where it is
required that only a subset C of symmetry diagrams be commutative. Here is an
example.
Example 9. Consider the case of the symmetric strict monoidal categories. The signa-
ture  is the same as for monoidal categories, but the equations E include furthermore
the commutativity axiom
C(+) x + y = y + x:
The symmetries corresponding to associativity, left unit and right unit are identities.
The set C of equations corresponding to the commutativity diagrams includes [4]:
SYMx+0;0+x = idx;
SYMx+y+z;y+z+x = (SYMx+y;y+x + z); (y + SYMx+z;z+x);
SYMx+y; SYMy+x = idx+y:
Note that the symmetric strict monoidal categories are not coherent relaxed (; E)-
systems because not all symmetry diagrams commute. A typical example is the fol-
lowing one:
a+ a
SYMx+y;y+x(a;a)−→−→
ida+a
a+ a:
We do not have SYMx+y; x+y(a; a)= ida+a. This property is essential in the de/nition
of the concatenable processes for Petri nets [12].
Now, De/nition 7 is generalized as follows.
Denition 10. Consider C a set of (morphism) equations expressing equalities of paths
of symmetries. A relaxed (; %)-system S is C-coherent i4 S satis/es the equations C.
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We denote by (; %)-CRSys=C the category of C-coherent relaxed (; %)-systems
and by CSym;%(X )=C the C-coherent relaxed (; %)-system freely generated by X in
(; %)-CRSys=C.
3.2. Relaxed (R; %)-systems
The de/nitions for the satisfaction relation between relaxed (; %)-systems and se-
quents, and for relaxed R-systems are suitably “relaxed” as follows:
Denition 11. A relaxed (; %)-system S satis/es a sequent [t]E → [t′]E i4 there exists
a natural transformation  : tS⇒ t′S.
Denition 12. Let R=(; E; L; R) be a rewrite speci/cation and %=(E′; E′′) a partition
of E. If r : [u]E → [u′]E is a rule in R and [t]E′ =E=E′ [u]E′ ; [t′]E′ =E=E′ [u′]E′ then by
r [t]E′ ; [t
′]E′ we denote the representative (of r) r [t]E′ ; [t
′]E′ : [t]E′ → [t′]E′ .
1. A relaxed (R; %)-system S is a relaxed (; %)-system with the property that for
each representative r [t]E′ ; [t
′]E′ of a rule r in R there exists a natural transformation
r [t]E′ ; [t
′]E′
S : tS⇒ t′S such that the following “coherence” axiom holds:
[u]E′ =E=E′ [t]E′ ; [t′]E′ =E=E′ [u′]E′
r[u]E′ ;[u
′]E′
S =SYM
[u]E′ ;[t]E′
S ; r
[t]E′ ; [t′]E′
S ; SYM
[t′]E′ ;[u′]E′
S
:
2. A relaxed (R; %)-homomorphism F :S→S′ between two relaxed (R; %)-systems
is a relaxed (; %)-homomorphism F :S→S′ which preserves the natural transforma-
tions corresponding to the rule representatives, i.e., r[t]E′ ; [t
′]E′
S ; F =F ; r
[t]E′ ; [t
′]E′
S′ for all
representatives r [t]; [t
′].
The soundness of De/nitions 11 and 12 follows by Lemma 2. We denote by (R; %)-
RSys the category of relaxed (R; %)-systems. Since every strict R-system is also a
relaxed one, we have the full subcategory inclusion R-Sys ,→ (R; %)-RSys. Moreover,
by Corollary 5, the subcategory R-Sys is re5ective in (R; %)-RSys.
In accordance with the convention in Section 3.1, we write strict R-systems for
relaxed (R; E; ∅)-systems and relaxed R-systems for relaxed (R; ∅; E)-systems. We
also use the shorter notation R-RSys for the subcategory of relaxed R-systems.
3.2.1. The relaxed system TR; %(X )
In this subsection, we show that the constructions for initial and free strict R-systems
can be successfully translated to the (; %)-relaxed case.
Denition 13. Let R=(; E; L; R) be a rewrite speci/cation and %=(E′; E′′) a partition
of E. The relaxed (R; %)-system TR; %(X ) consists of the objects T;E′(X ) and the
following arrows:
(P1) Identities: For each [t]E′ ∈T;E′(X ),
id[t] : [t]E′ → [t]E′ :
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(P2) Symmetries: For each pair of terms t and ′ such that [t]E′ =E=E′ [t′]E′ ,
1 : [w1]E′ → [w′1]E′ ; : : : ; n : [wn]E′ → [w′n]E′
SYM[t]E′ ;[t
′]E′ ( L) : [t( Lw= Lx)]E′ → [t′( Lw= Lx)]E′
:
(P3) -structure: For each f∈n; n∈!
1 : [t1]E′ → [t′1]E′ ; : : : ; n : [tn]E′ → [t′n]E′
f(1; : : : ; n) : [f(t1; : : : ; tn)]E′ → [f(t′1; : : : ; t′n)]E′
:
(P4) Replacement: For each representative r[t]E′ ; [t
′]E′ : [t( Lx)]E′→[t′( Lx)]E′ of a rewrite
rule in R,
1 : [w1]E′ → [w′1]E′ ; : : : ; n : [wn]E′ → [w′n]E′
r[t]E′ ;[t′]E′ ( L) : [t( Lw= Lx)]E′ → [t′( Lw= Lx)]E′ :
(P5) Composition:
1 : [t1]E′ → [t2]E′ ; 2 : [t2]E′ → [t3]E′
1; 2 : [t1]E′ → [t3]E′
modulo the following axioms:
(T1) Category:
(a) Associativity: The same as A1.
(b) Identities: For each  : [t]E′→[t′]E′ ,
; id[t′]E′ = ; id[t]E′ ;  = :
(T2) Functoriality of the -algebraic structure: The same as A2.
(T3) Axioms in E′: For all t( Lx)= t′( Lx) in E′, 1 : [u1]E′→[v1]E′ ; : : : ; n : [un]E′→
[vn]E′ ,
t(1; : : : ; n) = t′(1; : : : ; n):
(T4) Decomposition:
(a) For all [t( Lx)]E′ = E=E′[t′( Lx)]E′ ,
1 : [w1]E′ → [w′1]E′ ; : : : ; n : [wn]→ [w′n]E′
SYM[t]E′ ;[t
′]E′ ( L) = SYM[t]E′ ;[t
′]E′ ( L[w]E′); t′( L)
:
(b) For each representative r[t]E′ ;[t
′]E′ of a rewrite rule in R,
1 : [w1]E′ → [w′1]E′ ; : : : ; n : [wn]→ [w′n]E′
r[t]E′ ;[t′]E′ ( L) = r[t]E′ ;[t′]E′ ( L[w]E′); t′( L)
:
(T5) Exchange:
(a) For all [t( Lx)]E′ =E=E′ [t′( Lx)]E′ ,
1 : [w1]E′ → [w′1]E′ ; : : : ; n : [wn]E′ → [w′n]E′
t( L); SYM[t]E′ ;[t
′]E′ ( L[w′]E′) = SYM
[t]E′ ;[t′]E′ ( L[w]E′); t′( L)
:
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(b) For each representative r[t]E′ ; [t
′]E′ of a rewrite rule in R,
1 : [w1]E′ → [w′1]E′ ; : : : ; n : [wn]E′ → [w′n]E′
r[t]E′ ;[t′]E′ ( L[w]E′); t′( L) = t( L); r[t]E′ ;[t
′]E′ ( L[w′]E′)
:
(T6) Inverse: For all [t( Lx)]E′ =E=E′ [t′( Lx)]E′ ,
SYM[t]E′ ;[t
′]E′ ; SYM[t
′]E′ ;[t]E′ = id[t]E′ :
(T7) Coherence: For each representative r[t]E′ ; [t
′]E′ of a rewrite rule in R, and all
[u]E′ =E=E′ [t]E′ ; [u′]E′ =E=E′ [t′]E′ ,
1 : [w1]E′ → [w′1]E′ ; : : : ; n : [wn]E′ → [w′n]E′
r[u]E′ ;[u′]E′ ( L) = SYM[u]E′ ;[t]E′ ( L[w]E′); r[t]E′ ;[t
′]E′ ( L); SYM[t
′]E′ ;[u′]E′ ( L[w′]E′)
:
Remark 1. The de/nition above includes all deduction rules and axioms required by the
de/nition of Sym;%(X )=T↔
R
(; %)(X ) and therefore the symmetries are included in
the de/nition ofTR; %(X ). The coherence axiom is new and it derives from the de/nition
of relaxed models. The soundness of this de/nition, i.e., the fact that TR; %(X ) is indeed
a relaxed (R; %)-system, is a consequence of Lemma 19, which will be presented later.
In order to show that the relaxed (; %)-system TR;% =TR; %(∅) is initial and the re-
laxed (; %)-system TR; %(X ) is free in (R; %)-RSys, a relaxed version for the presystem
de/nition is required.
Denition 14. Let (; E) be an equational speci/cation and %=(E′; E′′) a partition
of E.
1. A relaxed (; %)-presystem is a re5exive graph G=(-0; -1 : Arrows→Nodes)
such that
(i) Arrows is a -algebra, Nodes is a (; E′)-algebra, and -0 and -1 are -homo-
morphisms.
(ii) There exists a congruence ≡ over Nodes such that Nodes=≡ is a (; E)-algebra.
(iii) There exists an operation ; over the composable arrows such that -0(; )=
-0() and -1(; )= -1().
(iv) For each pair (a; b)∈Nodes2 with a≡ b there exists a distinguished arrow 1 with
-0(1)= a and -1(1)= b.
2. Given two relaxed (; %)-presystems G and G′, a relaxed (; %)-pre-
homomorphism from G to G′ is a graph homomorphism F :G→G′ that preserves the
(; E′)-structure on nodes, the -structure on arrows, the operation ; , the congruence
≡ over Nodes (a≡ b in G implies F(a)≡F(b) in G′), and the arrows 1 (if 1 is the
distinguished arrow corresponding to a≡ b in G then F(1) is the distinguished arrow
corresponding to F(a)≡F(b) in G′). We denote by (; %)-RPreSys the category of
relaxed (; %)-presystems.
Denition 15. Let R=(; E; L; R) be a rewrite speci/cation and %=(E′; E′′) a partition
of E.
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1. A relaxed (R; %)-presystem is a relaxed (; %)-presystem together with an oper-
ation
r[t]E′ ;[t
′]E′
G : Arrows
n → Arrows
such that
r[t]E′ ;[t
′]E′
G (1; : : : ; n) : tNodes(-0(1); : : : ; -0(n))→ t′Nodes(-1(1); : : : ; -1(n))
for all representatives r[t]E′ ; [t
′]E′ of the rewrite rules.
2. Given two relaxed (R; %)-presystems G and G′, a relaxed (R; %)-pre-
homomorphism F :G→G′ is a relaxed (; %)-prehomomorphism which preserves the
operations r ; ( ), i.e., F(r[t]E′ ; [t
′]E′
G (1; : : : ; n))= r
[t]E′ ; [t
′]E′
G′ (F(1); : : : ; F(n)). We de-
note by (R; %)-RPreSys the category of relaxed (R; %)-presystems.
The presystem PR; %(X ) de/ned by the inference rules P1-5 from De/nition 13 is a
relaxed (R; %)-presystem: the set of nodes is T;E′(X ), the congruence over nodes is
= E=E′ , and the role of arrows 1 is played by SYMs de/ned by P2.
If Nodes is a (; E′)-algebra, then we can de/ne a relaxed (R; %)-presystem G=(-0;
-1 :Arrows→Nodes) by taking the congruence =E′′ ; Nodes over Nodes and adding the
required arrows in a way similar to that used in the construction of the free strict
presystems [5]. Therefore, the forgetful functor U1 : (R; %)-RPreSys→Alg;E′ , which
sends a relaxed (R; %)-presystem to the (; E′)-algebra of its nodes, has a left adjoint.
Similarly, the forgetful functor U2 :Alg;E′→Set, which sends a (; E′)-algebra to its
carrier set, has a left adjoint. The composition of two left adjoints is a left adjoint and
therefore the forgetful functor U : (R; %)-RPreSys→Set, which sends a (R; %)-relaxed
presystem to its set of nodes, has a left adjoint. It follows that:
Lemma 16. The relaxed (R; %)-presystem PR; % =PR; %(∅) is initial and the relaxed
(R; %)-presystem PR; %(X ) is free in (R; %)-RPreSys.
Lemma 17. Any relaxed (R; %)-system is a relaxed (R; %)-presystem.
Proof. Let S be a relaxed (R; %)-system. The congruence on |S| is = E′′ ; |S| whereas
the arrows 1 coincide with the symmetries, as we expected. If r is a rule, then the
operation r[t]E′ ; [t
′]E′ is de/ned by r[t]E′ ; [t
′]E′ ( L)= t( L);  Lb (=  La; t
′( L) by the naturalness
of ), where  : tS ⇒ t′S is the natural transformation associated with r, =(1; : : : ; n),
and i : ai→bi for i=1; : : : ; n.
Corollary 18. (R; %)-RSys is a subcategory of (R; %)-RPreSys.
Lemma 19. Let G=(-0; -1 :Arrows→Nodes) be a relaxed (R; %)-presystem whose
arrows 1 La : tNodes( La)→t′Nodes( La), for [t( Lx)]E′ = E=E′[t′( Lx)]E′ are denoted by SYM[t]E′ ;[t
′]E′
( La). If G satis7es T1-7 in De7nition 13, then it is a relaxed (R; %)-system.
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Proof. G is a category by T1 and each f∈n de/nes a functor fG : Gn→G be-
cause Nodes and Arrows are -algebras. If t( Lx) =E t′( Lx) then by SYM[t]E′ ; [t
′]E′ we
denote the set {SYM[t]E′ ; [t′]E′ ( La) | La∈Nodesn}. The fact that SYM[t]E′ ; [t′]E′ is a natu-
ral isomorphism is a consequence of equations T4a, T5a and T6. If r is a rule then
{r[t]E′ ; [t′]E′ ( La) : [t( La)]E′→[t′( La)]E′ | La∈Nodesn} is a natural transformation by T4b and
T5b. Also, if [u]E′ =E=E′ [t]E′ and [t′]E′ =E=E′ [u′]E′ then the natural transformation
associated with r[u]E′ ; [u
′]E′ is SYM[u]E′ ; [t]E′ ; r[t]E′ ; [t
′]E′ ; SYM[t
′]E′ ; [u
′]E′ (by T7).
Now, the inclusion functor (R; %)-RSys ,→ (R; %)-RPreSys has a left adjoint. This
is equivalent to say that:
Corollary 20. The subcategory of relaxed (R; %)-systems is re<ective in the category
of relaxed (R; %)-presystems.
Because the composition of two left adjoints is a left adjoint it follows that the
forgetful functor U : (R; %)-RSys→Set has a left adjoint. Therefore, the following result
holds.
Theorem 21. The relaxed system TR; % =TR; %(∅) is initial and the relaxed system
TR; %(X ) is free in (R; %)-RSys.
Even if there is more structure in the de/nition of relaxed (R; %)-presystems than
in the case of strict systems, it remains essentially algebraic [10, 8]. Relaxed (R; %)-
systems can be speci/ed by adding equations to the theory of relaxed (R; %)-presystems.
Therefore, the notion of relaxed (R; %)-system, like that of strict R-system, is essen-
tially algebraic.
Theorem 22. Consider R=(; E; L; R) a rewrite speci7cation; %=(E′; E′′) a parti-
tion of E; TR; %(X ) the relaxed (R; %)-system freely generated by X; and [t]E; [t′]E ∈
T;E(X ). Then [t]E→[t′]E is satis7ed by all relaxed (R; %)-systems i> TR; %(X ) |=
[t]E→[t′]E .
Proof. If we denote by TR(X ) the free strict R-system, then TR(X )=TR; %(X )=≡,
where ≡ is de/ned as in Proposition 3 where
(i) the congruence |≡| over objects is =E=E′ , and
(ii) the relations over the arrows are de/ned as follows: 1
(a) id[t]E′ ≡ id[t′]E′ , and
(b) SYM[t]E′ ; [t
′]E′ ( Lw)≡ id[t( Lw)]E′ (≡ id[t′( Lw)]E′ )
for all [t]E′ =E=E′ [t′]E′ and Lw.
By Lemma 2 and the coherence axiom there exists a natural transformation [t]E ⇒ [t′]E
in the strict system TR(X ) i4 there exists a natural transformation [t]E′ ⇒ [t′]E′ in
1 For the sake of simplicity, we have omitted the sub- and superscripts for the relations ≡.
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the relaxed system TR; %(X ). The conclusion follows now by applying the corollary of
Theorem 3:13 in [5].
3.3. Relaxation of the computation structure only
In this subsection, we discuss the subclass of the relaxed models where only the
computation structure is relaxed.
Denition 23. (1) Let (; E) be an equational speci/cation and %=(E′; E′′) a partition
of E. A c-relaxed (; %)-system is a relaxed (; %)-system such that |S| is a (; E)-
algebra. A c-relaxed (; %)-homomorphism F :S→S′ between two c-relaxed (; %)-
systems is a relaxed homomorphism F :S→S′.
(2) Let R=(; E; L; R) be a rewrite speci/cation. A c-relaxed (R; %)-system is a
relaxed (R; %)-system which is also a c-relaxed (; %)-system. A c-relaxed (R; %)-
homomorphism F :S→S′ between two c-relaxed (R; %)-systems is a relaxed (R; %)-
homomorphism F :S→S′.
We denote by (; %)-RcSys the category of the c-relaxed (; %)-systems and by
(R; %)-RcSys the category of c-relaxed (R; %)-systems. We have the full subcategory
inclusions
(; %)-RcSys ,→ (; %)-RSys;
and
(R; %)-RcSys ,→ (R; %)-RSys:
Let S be a relaxed (R; %)-system ((; %)-system). If we consider the equivalence
≡ on S such that its component on objects coincides with =E; |S|, and its component
on arrows is generated by
ida ≡ idb if a =E;|S| b;
then S=≡ is a c-relaxed (R; %)-system ((; %)-system). It follows that the subcategory
(; %)-RcSys is re5ective in (; %)-RSys and the subcategory (R; %)-RcSys is re5ective
in (R; %)-RSys. Hence, the subsystem of symmetries Symc;%(X )= Sym;%(X )=≡ is free
in (; %)-RcSys and TcR; %(X )=TR; %(X )=≡ is free in (R; %)-RcSys. Consequently, we
have that Symc;% = Sym
c
;%(∅) is initial in (; %)-RcSys and TcR; % =TcR; %(∅) is initial in
(R; %)-RcSys. If we consider the rewrite speci/cation
(; E; {SYM[t]E′ ;[t′]E′ : [t]E → [t′]E | [t]E′ =E=E′ [t′]E′})
then Symc;% is isomorphic with the free groupoid generated by I1-3 modulo the con-
gruence de/ned by A1–2,T3, and A4–6. Similarly, TcR; %(X ) is isomorphic with the free
system generated by I1–3 plus the rule
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(P2′) Symmetries: For each [t]E′ =E=E′ [t′]E′ ,
1 : [w1]E → [w′1]E; : : : ; n : [wn]E → [w′n]E
SYM[t]E′ ;[t
′]E′ ( L) : [t( Lw= Lx)]E → [t′( Lw= Lx)]E
modulo the congruence de/ned by A1–2, T3, A4–5, plus the axioms:
(T4a′) Exchange law for symmetries: For all [t( Lx)]E′ =E=E′ [t′( Lw)]E′ ,
1 : [w1]E → [w′1]E; : : : ; n : [wn]E → [w′n]E
t( L); SYM[t]E′ ;[t
′]E′ ([ Lw′]E)=SYM[t]E′ ;[t
′]E′ ([ Lw]E); t′( L)
and
(T7′) Coherence: For each rule r : [t( Lx)]E→[t′( Lx)]E in R, and all [u]E′ =E=E′ [t]E′ and
[t′]E′ =E=E′ [u′]E′ ,
1 : [w1]E → [w′1]E; : : : ; n : [wn]E → [w′n]E
r( L) = SYM[u]E′ ;[t]E′ ([ Lw]E); r( L); SYM[t
′]E′ ;[u′]E′ ([ Lw′]E)
:
3.4. Coherent relaxed (R; %)-systems
Consider R=(; E; L; R) a rewrite speci/cation, %=(E′; E′′) a partition of E, and
C a set of equations expressing equalities of symmetry paths. A relaxed (R; %)-system
S is C-coherent if its (; %)-subsystem of symmetries is C-coherent. We denote by
(R; %)-CRSys=C the subcategory of C-coherent relaxed (R; %)-systems. Because the in-
clusion (; %)-CRSys=C ,→ (; %)-RSys is a re5ection, it follows that (R; %)-CRSys=C
is re5ective in (R; %)-RSys. The free C-coherent relaxed (R; %)-system TR; %(X )=C is
isomorphic with the quotient of the free relaxed (R; %)-system TR; %(X ) modulo C. We
can also de/ne C-coherent c-relaxed (R; %)-systems as being c-relaxed (R; %)-systems
whose subsystems of symmetries are C-coherent. We denote by (R; %)-CRcSys=C the
subcategory of C-coherent c-relaxed (R; %)-systems. In Section 4 we shall see that the
category of strong concatenable processes of a Petri net is an initial C-coherent re-
laxed (R; %)-system and the category of concatenable processes of a Petri is an initial
C-coherent c-relaxed R-system.
A piece of the hierarchy of (R; %)-systems we have de/ned is represented in Fig. 3,
where ⊥ denotes the partition (E; ∅) and  the partition (∅; E).
3.5. On the computational aspects of relaxed models
We assume that the reader is familiar with the computational aspects of R-systems
discussed in [5]. We consider here some aspects concerning the intuitive notion of
“true concurrency”. Namely, we deal with the question: When are two concurrent
computations essentially the same? If we specify concurrent systems using rewrite
theories, then the concurrent computations are described by proof terms in the strict
presystem PR(X ). As it was noticed in [5], the presystem PR(X ) makes too many
distinctions, i.e., there are too many proof terms which describe the same concur-
rent computation. Classical rewriting logic eliminates these distinctions by identifying
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Fig. 3. A fragment from the hierarchy of (R; %)-systems.
E-equivalent computations. But this is misleading for many concrete examples (such
an example is given by Petri nets). The intended meaning of an equation t= t′ is not
that the two states are the same, but that they are only isomorphic up to a coherent
transformation. The relaxed models we have introduced in this paper grasp just this
idea. The symmetries are nothing else but coherent transitions allowing to move back
and forth between two “equivalent” states. We can imagine that they are “bridges”
connecting equivalent computations.
Let us consider the instances in Fig. 4, where f : a→a′; f′ : a′→a′′; g : b→b′; g′ :
b′→b′′ are rules, and the following proof terms (+ is a commutative binary
operator):
(f + g); (f′ + g′) = f;f′ + g; g′; (3)
(g+ f); (f′ + g′) = g;f′ + f; g′; (4)
(f + g); (g′ + f′) = f; g′ + g;f′; (5)
(g+ f); (g′ + f′) = g; g′ + f;f′: (6)
We interpret these proof terms in three main classes of models:
Strict systems: All proof terms are legal and represent the same computation.
Relaxed systems where the objects are -algebras: (and not (; E)-algebras): The
proof terms 4 and 5 are illegal while the proof terms 3 and 6 are legal and represent
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Fig. 4. Three di4erent interpretations of a concurrent computation de/ned by the same rules and equations.
distinct computations. If we denote by x; y the symmetry x + y ∼= y + x then we
have (f + g); (f′ + g′)= a; b; (g + f); (g′ + f′); b′′ ; a′′ . There are also two distinct
computations similar to 4 and 5, respectively:
(g+ f); b′ ;a′ ; (f′ + g′) = b;a; (f + g); (f′ + g′) = b;a; (f;f′ + g; g′); (7)
(f + g); a′ ;b′ ; (g′ + f′) = (f + g); (f′ + g′); b′′ ;a′′ = (f;f′ + g; g′); b′′ ;a′′ : (8)
C-relaxed systems. All proof terms are legal, pairwise distinct, and related by means
of symmetries. E.g., we have (f+ g); (f′+ g′)= a; b; (g+f); (g′+f′); b′′ ; a′′ . Notice
that x; y is now a symmetry x + y ∼= y + x= x + y.
4. Application
In this section, we illustrate the practical usefulness of relaxed systems in the case
of Petri nets.
A place=transition (P=T) net is a triple N =(S; T; F) where:
• S is a set of places;
• T is a set of transitions;
• F : (S × T ) unionmulti (T × S)→! is a multiset called the causal dependency relation.
If t ∈ T then Pre(t) : S→! is given by Pre(t)(s)=F(s; t);∀s ∈ S, and Post(t) : S→!
is given by Post(t)(s)=F(t; s);∀s ∈ S. We assume that Pre(t) and Post(t) are /nite
multisets. Consider the signature =0 ∪ 2, where 2 = {⊗} and 0 = {0}, and the
set E of the following equations:
(x ⊗ y)⊗ z = x ⊗ (y ⊗ z); (9)
x ⊗ y = y ⊗ z; (10)
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0⊗ x = x; (11)
x ⊗ 0 = x: (12)
Using these notations, a /nite multiset is denoted by [s1⊗ · · · ⊗ sn]E . The rewrite
speci/cation R(N ) associated with a Petri net N =(S; T; F) is ((N ); E; T; R), where:
• (N )= ∪ S (S seen as an alphabet of constants);
• the set R of rules is
{t : Pre(t)→ Post(t) | t ∈ T}:
Let %=(E′; E′′) be the partition of E, where E′ includes the equations 9, 11, and 12,
and E′′ includes only Eq. (10). We also consider the set C of equations corresponding
to commutative diagrams in (; %)-systems:
u;v; v;u = idu⊗v;
u;0 = idu;
u;v⊗w = (u;v ⊗ idw); (idv ⊗ u;w); (13)
where u; v is the short notation of the symmetry SYMx⊗y;y⊗x(u; v) : u⊗ v ∼= v⊗ u.
Here are some categories corresponding to this partition:
• (; %)-CRSys=C — the category of symmetric strict monoidal categories (SSMC),
• (; %)-CRcSys=C — the full subcategory of SSMCs whose objects form commutative
monoids,
• (; E)-Sys — the full subcategory of strict SSMCs,
• ((N ); %)-CRSys=C — the full subcategory of SSMCs generated by S,
• ((N ); %)-CRcSys=C — the full subcategory of SSMCs generated by S whose ob-
jects form commutative monoids,
• ((N ); %)-Sys — the full subcategory of strict SSMCs generated by S,
• (R(N ); %)-CRSys=C — the category of C-coherent relaxed R(N )-systems,
• (R(N ); %)-CRcSys=C — the full subcategory of C-coherent c-relaxed R(N )-systems,
• R(N )-Sys — the full subcategory of strict R(N )-systems.
First, we show that the category of strong concatenable processes Q[N ] [11] is just
the initial model in (R(N ); %)-CRSys=C. The relaxed (R(N ); %)-system TR(N );% is the
strict presystem where the objects are T;E′ and the arrows generated by the following
rules:
(NP1) Identities: For all terms u= s1⊗ · · · ⊗ sn in T;E′ ,
idu : u ∼= u:
(NP2) Adding the natural isomorphisms: For all u; v in T;E′ ,
u;v : u⊗ v ∼= v⊗ u:
(NP3) -structure:
 : u ∼= v;  : u′ ∼= v′
⊗  : u⊗ u′ ∼= v⊗ v′ :
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(NP4) Replacement: For all rules t : [u]→ [v] in R
tu;v : u → v :
(NP5) Composition:
 : u ∼= v;  : v ∼= w
;  : u ∼= w
modulo the following axioms:
[(NT1)] Category:
(a) Associativity of “;”.
1; (2; 3)= (1; 2); 3:
(b) Identities of “;”. For each  : u ∼= v,
; idv = ; idu; = :
(NT2) Functoriality of the -algebraic structure:
(a) Preservation of composition. For all 1; 2; 1; 2 for which 1; 1 and 2; 2 are
de/ned,
(1 ⊗ 2); (1 ⊗ 2) = (1; 1)⊗ (2; 2):
(b) Preservation of identities.
idu ⊗ idv = idu⊗v:
(NT3) Axioms in E′ (associativity and identity):
(1 ⊗ 2)⊗ 3 = 1 ⊗ (2 ⊗ 3);
⊗ id0 = ;
id0 ⊗  = :
(NT4) Decomposition: Not applicable because the rules have no parameters.
(NT5) Exchange:
(a) For all symmetries 1 : u1 ∼= v1; 2 : u2 ∼= v2,
(1 ⊗ 2); v1;v2 = u1;u2; (1 ⊗ 2):
(b) For all 1 : u1→ v1; 2 : u2→ v2,
(1 ⊗ 2); v1;v2 = u1;u2; (1 ⊗ 2):
(NT6) Coherence: For all rules t : u→ v, all natural symmetries u′ ; u; v; v′ ,
tu′ ;v′ = u′ ;u; tu;v; v;v′ :
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Remark 2. A faithful application of De/nition 13 to the case of Petri nets requires
also to consider the equations for inverse symmetries (corresponding to T6):
u;v; −1u;v = idu⊗v;
−1u;v ; u;v = idv⊗u: (14)
It is easy to see that 14 is a consequence of 13 if we consider −1u; v = v; u.
The equations NT1-6 plus 13 are the same with those from Proposition 3:5 in [11].
So we have just proved:
Proposition 24. The category Q[N ] of strongly concatenable processes coincides with
the initial C-coherent relaxed system TR(N ); %=C. In other words; Q[N ] is initial in
(R(N ); %)-CRSys=C.
Consider now the set C′ of the following equations:
s;s; s;s = ids⊗s;
s;s′ = ids⊗s′ if s = s′; s; s′ in S;
s⊗u;v = (ids ⊗ u;v); (s;v ⊗ idu);
u;v⊗s = (u;v ⊗ ids); (idv ⊗ u;s):
Proposition 25. The category P[N ] of concatenable processes is initial in (R(N ); %)-
CRcSys=C′; i.e.; it is an initial C′-coherent c-relaxed system.
Proof. Proceeding as above, but taking into account the construction given in Sec-
tion 3.3, we obtain the same equations as in Corollary 2:7 [12].
Because the freely generated symmetric strict monoidal category F(N ) [12] does
not satisfy NT6 (the axiom  in [12]) it follows that it is not a relaxed R(N )-system.
5. Conclusions
This paper describes a wider class of models for rewrite theories. The new de/-
nition o4ers the possibility to work with more concrete models. The key of the new
approach consists in the interpretation of the equations in the categorical framework:
Each term de/nes a functor and an equation can be interpreted either as the equality
of the corresponding functors or as a natural isomorphism between these functors. The
isomorphisms de/ned by the natural isomorphisms can play an important role in the
de/nition of the models. E.g. for Petri nets, these isomorphisms represents the “threads
of causality” in process concatenation.
The main concern of this paper was the “essentially algebraic” property of the spec-
i/cation of relaxed models. This is very important from the practical point of view
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because we have the possibility to specify relaxed models in speci/cation languages
like Maude [6] or CafeOBJ [1]. An eRcient speci/cation of the initial (free) relaxed
models in such languages directly depends on the implementation of the symmetries.
Further work will be focussed on this aspect. A /rst step was made in [2].
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